“The Other House”

“... in Mr. Henry James’s latest psychological study (2 vols. : William Heinemann), the residence of a young banker, Tony Breen, whose good-natured brainlessess and frank vulgarities are the subjects of a little girl’s curiosity. So the amiable Jean Martel, though intended for Paul Beever, and the problematic Rose Armitage, though engaged to Dennis Vidal, go down desperately before Tony’s not very intelligible charm. Unfortunately for either’s prospects, Tony is bound by a solemn oath to marry the little girl Elsie; the late Mrs. Bremer, having a strong objection, based upon her own experience, to stepmothers. So what are Jean and Rose to do? Jean tries to satisfy her hopeless passion by devoured affection to Elsie, for Elsie is a part of Tony. Tony takes the much more practical course of drowning Elsie in the river, and so arranging circumstances as to fix the guilt on Jean. But Tony, to shield Jean, whom he loves, declares himself to be the murderer. So he cannot get anybody to believe him, and as Dennis has seen his fiancée’s death, an accommodating doctor certifies in such a manner as to prevent scandal, Dennis is allowed to carry off Rose either to marry her on his way China, or to drop her on the road, and Tony and Jean are set free to marry as soon as they can recover a little from the effects of Rose. The questions indirectly propounded by Mr. James, and characteristically left for the readers to solve, regard the real motive of Rose. Did she straightforwardly murder Elsie so as to remove the obstacle between herself and Tony? Or did she murder Rose because she had her own sights set on Tony? Or was it perhaps a sudden fit of passion on Tony’s side, which made him marry Jean in spite of his vow, and so committed murder to save the man he loved from perjury and the child from a stepmother? Or did she, perhaps, kill Elsie to draw the happiness of Tony to herself? But a more interesting question is how even Mr. James’s transcendent profundity contrived to keep from us the clue that something is going on in the deepest range of possible human nature. In short, Rose is not merely a monster, but a monster of impotence, and she is study of such a way that she might work this if pigs could fly.

The “Yellow Book”

This "Yellow Book" is beginning to be interesting as a survival. It is not so long since every one used to look forward to its quarterly publication with a sort of smiling expectancy, which was variously attributable either to a desire to see what new art its contributors had been playing or to a belief that behind all the "Yellow Book’s" eccentricities, and even behind its inaccessibility, lurked a good deal of cleverness and a good deal of effort to be original. But the twelfth volume fills us with an apprehension, which grows with every page, that we have to look forward neither to playful and disturbing eccentricities nor to anything particularly good. In the course of the lifetime of this expression, it has kept a few artists to whom it may be said, "You and the doubtful drawings of Mr. Aubrey Beardsley, but it has hardly a drawing in it worth looking at. It has rid itself of the erotic muse of Mr. Arthur Symons—and we do not pretend to regret that loss—but it has replaced him by some singularly dull verses by Mr. William Watson. It is notorious contains contributions by young bums who lose themselves in admiration of rouge and violet powder; but we do not think that the contributions by young bums who lose themselves in admiration of rouge and violet powder; but we do not think that the note-book jotings by Miss Menie Muriel Dowie, which replace them, are so nearly productive of the gaiety of nations. In fine, the "Yellow Book" is a good deal more middle-class than it ever was before in every sense of that expression. It has kept some of our socially best contributors, but Mr. Henry Harland, "Mr. E. Nesbit, Mr. Le Gallienne, Miss Ella D’Arcy, and Miss Evelyn Sharpe; but since none of them venture far away from the lines which they first laid down for themselves, the most noticeable effect which they have upon the contents of the volume is that of making it more like a modern volume than exact copies of a volume accidentally preceding it. If all the contributors to a certain periodic magazine were very clever and very original, perhaps we could be reconciled to meeting them time and time again. But originality is not the distinguishing character of the writers we have named; at most they are clever short-story or agreeable essay writers, whose theories and the natural consequences of the tendency of some volumes to in time are again the "Yellow Book" as rather stodgy.”

“Tomalin’s Quest”
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